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President’s Message
I just returned from the left coast on the 15th so this message
is a bit hurried. As I mentioned last month I would be attending the national NMRA convention in Sacramento, California.
After that event I joined with a well-known S Scaler near San
Jose to create several articles about his layout.
The NMRA convention itself seemed to go very smoothly
with tons of activities, clinics, ops sessions, and tours. The
temperature was fairly moderate during the day, and pleasantly cool in the evenings. I attended as many clinics as possible but only scratched the surface. The contest seemed to
have some outstanding winners in a wide variety of sizes and
specialties. During the week I bumped into several Texas
folks and fellow Club members. I understand the convention
attendance was around 2000 while the train show drew around
20,000. The train show seemed somewhat muted with several
large manufacturers choosing not to attend. Some blame the
high cost of booth space and, of course, the western location.
Some very excellent modular layouts made up for the vender.
A large HO layout from Canada was my personal favorite
with an On30 coming in second. Near the back of the hall
was an unusual American Flyer layout on display that had
been built for a department store back in the 50‟s. It has survived the last 55 +years in better condition than many of us!
Since I was attending a joint convention with my fellow S
modelers, much of my time was devoted to that effort. One
interesting note regarding that was a very well built and operating model of the single leaf lift bridge that we‟ve all seen
just before entering Galveston. The California modeler received the highest score and Best of Show in our contest.

Bob Werre

During my post-convention stay near San Jose (Silicon Valley), I was able to visit three additional layouts in the area;
one was 0 scale and two were HO. Both HO layouts were
heavily into operations and one had a whole series of „flat
computer panels‟ mounted into the fascia for controls. I guess
when you are around computer technology all day you have a
tendency to take your knowledge home to the layout. The
downside seems to be spending a great deal of time programming and not building scenery nor running trains! The modeler I was working with had put together a team of people to
help build his layout. Early on he had a background painter do
his work, modelers from around the country built cars, engines and structures and now he to is getting into a phone system, signaling, and remote operations. Since I‟m totally a
novice at operations (but liking it very much) these systems
seem way out of reach to the first time operator.
Now refocusing back to our club, it seems as though the call
has gone out for the upcoming tour season. Please help Craig
to get this year‟s tour off to a good start with the information
and photos for the website. I do hope we have all made some
progress on our layouts to impress the viewers and your wife.
Don‟t underestimate the second part of that last sentence…
once in a while you need to prove that all that time and money
are going to a greater purpose, so they continue to put up with
us!
Please brave either the heat or the rain for our next meeting at
Bayland Park. We‟ll have some interesting things coming up;
and do bring a friend.

Big news in Central Texas just north and west of Bryan-College Station.
UP is planning to build a new hump yard in the six miles between Mumford (Navasota/Giddings Subs) and Valley Junction (Austin/Hearne/Ft. Worth Subs). I understand there will be 70+ bowl tracks and eight or more receiving/departure
tracks although exact details are not known. Obviously, this makes a lot of sense since UP has seven lines crossing at or
near Hearne and the proposed site is wide open, flat farmland.
Map: http://goo.gl/maps/7nE0 Yard will run north south on the west side of the tracks from just north of Co. Rd. 203/
Foyt Rd. (bottom) to Muse Rd. (top).
Bob Holzweiss

Henri Morris

The first one, from an unnamed UK station, states that the train
arriving from Preston has been „Cancelled due to Stolen Signal‟.
The second sign, from Milton Keynes Central Station in Buckinghamshire, states that the London-Euston train is delayed due
to „Damaged Electrical Supplies‟, and the ManchesterPiccadilly train is delayed due to „a Person Hit by a Train‟.
VICE AND ADVICE
Recent news out of the UK reminded me of previous articles
that I wrote regarding the theft of railway property in South Africa and the resulting downgrade of what used to be one of the
cleanest and most efficient railways in the world. Now it seems
that the same malaise has hit Britain and probably, if we dig a
bit deeper, the rest of Europe and the US as well. For evidence
of this, look at these two British railway station timetables:

Both the „stolen signal‟ and the „damaged electrical supplies‟
were part of copper cable thefts. I have no idea as to whether
the „person hit by a train‟ was so involved, but what is apparent,
is the growing incidence of railway property theft. Well over
2,000 feet of UK railway overhead and signal cables were stolen
in just the first four months of this year, while on May 3 rd, two
separate cable thefts reportedly “caused considerable disruption
to passengers, and a total of 115 trains had to be cancelled.”
A few years ago, manhole covers were the preferred objects of
theft and vandalism was given as the main reason. Today, the
situation is very different and the thefts stem from a combination of the economic downturn and the commodity boom. There
is a readily available market for second-hand metals, and with
unemployment being high, this is a quick way of „earning‟
money. In turn, these commodities are sold to countries with
fast-growing economies and high demand, such as China and
India.
With our unemployment still high and long stretches of unguarded railway lines in the US, the opportunities for theft
abound. For example in 2011, around $90,000 worth of metal
was stolen from the Bay Area Rapid Transit and in June of last
year, a CSX train derailed when two eight-foot sections of steel
track were stolen.

(Continued on page 6)

Guess the Layout!

Answer to Julys’ Guess the Layout: Houston Train Museum
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FUSION: A Software Tool for Merging Photos
This month, I'd like to mention a software tool that might have
some applications in the model railroading world, but is not
really a model railroading tool. It's a software named Fusion.
It's a free software, and to be safe, I researched it on the Internet
first to be sure that nobody says it's spyware or adware or something even worse. It checked out okay, so after verifying from
the write-ups on the internet that it seemed to be what I was
looking for, I installed it on my PC. It actually turned out to be
a little better than I was expecting, with some bells and whistles
I didn't foresee. Let me just state that it is a really slick and simple software.
What I was looking for was a software that would merge two
photos into one photo. Actually, Fusion can merge more than
two photos into one, which might lead to more possibilities that
I haven't explored yet. Now you might wonder what would be
so important about being able to merge two photos into one.
Perhaps it wouldn't be very useful in model railroading to merge
a photo of, say, a boxcar with a photo of a horse. But what I
wanted to do was use this tool to colorize black and white photos.
I used to have a software that did this that came with, I think, an
old scanner that conked out on me. I couldn't find the CD that
came with that scanner to install it on my current PC, and couldn't remember its name, but I figured there might be some freeware out there that does the same thing, and there was.
Colorizing a black and white photo is a lot easier than it might
seem. It is a little time consuming, but then most things come
under that category and we still do them, right? Last I heard,
people are still scratchbuilding freight cars and structures, applying decals, and building scenery, and those have to be some
of the more time consuming things there are.
What you'll also need is some kind of drawing software. I use
Paint by Microsoft, but there are others. I'm so familiar with

David Currey

in nature, I didn't use the same shade of green everywhere.
Don't worry about painting every single blade of grass. Just
spread the color around like you were using a mop, only being
careful at the borders between various objects in the photo. I
also used the airbrush tool in Paint to blend the boundaries between different colors in the grass. I made the foreground grass
a brighter shade than in the background. Bushes and trees were
painted even darker shades of green. I then added some other
colors to the photograph. I made the pot on the steps an orange
color. I made the mop handle a brown. I made the folding lawn
chairs have blue and red plastic bands on them. Color really
livens up a photo, but don't overdue it. It's better to underdo it
than overdo it.

The good thing is that if the first result doesn't turn out very
well, you can make adjustments--even start over if you want to.
When you are satisfied with your painted work file, suck both
the original photo and the painted work file into Fusion. Fusion
has the neat ability to blend two or more photos into one effortlessly. As far as Fusion knows, your painted file is just another
photo. You can determine what percentage of each photo you
want to go into the final merged version. For my example
photo, I made the painted photo be 11%, and the black and
white photo be 89%. (They don't have to total up to 100%, but I
haven't experimented around with the software enough to understand what happens if they don't total 100%.
When you are done setting the percentages, click the processing
button, and then save a JPEG or Bitmap of the processed result.
That literally should take about 5 seconds total time.

Paint, that even though it doesn't have a lot of bells and whistles,
I can work fast in it and not have to think that universal frustrating PC software question, "Now how do I do this?", and then go
crawl through the 1,000 page Help document and not find any
information.
First, create a work file of the photo you want to colorize. Decide what colors you want certain objects in the photo to be. For
my example photo, the main thing I wanted was for the grass to
be green. So everywhere there was grass, I painted it green. As

I wasn't completely satisfied with my first attempt, so made
some changes, and added a little bit more color here and there. I
thought the black and white parts of the photo that weren't colorized look a little dry, so I processed the colorized photo in another free software called Irfanview. If you don't have Irfanview, get it, and get it right here, and get it right now, because
even though it can't merge photos, you can do just about anything else, such as minute rotations of photos, resizing, color
alterations, sharpening, cropping, etc. In Irfanview, I went into
the Color Corrections in the Image pulldown menu. I added
about 8 red, 2 green, and 2 blue to give the photo some warmth
and get rid of the absolute black and white, because nothing in
nature is truly black and white--there's always a little bit of color
mixed in.
(Continued on page 7)
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San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Member Receives Special Award
Loren Neufeld, MMR, was honored by a LSR President‟s Special Award given during the NMRA Lone Star Region‟s 2012
Convention recently held in Houston. Loren has served on
many committees and held several offices at both the local and
State level of the Lone Star Region. Loren recently wrote that,
“I was absolutely stunned when Bill McPherson presented me
with the award at the recent convention. I‟m very honored to
have received it, but I‟m still not quite sure what it‟s for, other
than having been involved in a lot of different things over the
years. I guess longevity has its benefits!”
Loren was born in the Belgian Congo in 1949, to missionary
parents, George and Justina Neufeld. Loren and his parents lived
in the Congo until July 1960. During a furlough from the
Congo in 1957, Loren lived with his grandparents in a house just
across the street from the Rock Island Line. Loren thinks,
“...that may have been when the first railroad seed was planted
in my mind.”
Loren‟s life in the Congo ended, “In 1960, when the Congo became independent from Belgium, rioting ensued shortly thereafter and anybody white was assumed to be Belgian and an enemy, so for our safety, we and other missionaries fled south into
Angola . Over a two-week period, with no money available, our
group made its way by various means – USAF transports to
France, donated travel by rail and bus to Paris and finally donated flights to the U.S. My parents and I eventually moved to
northern Indiana , where I lived until 1968, when I moved to
Houston.”
The model railroad bug hit Loren at age 12. Loren states, “As
with every kid I knew, I had the obligatory 4‟x8‟ sheet of plywood in the basement with a couple loops of track and some
Plasticville buildings. My streets were Aurora Model Motoring
track; car racing is more exciting when you have to dodge
trains!”

Jim Lemmond

When asked about receiving his MMR, Loren replies, “I got into
contest model building in the late 70‟s; then I found out about
the NMRA Achievement Program. It seemed to be the logical
long-term goal of contest modeling and I began working toward
it. When the NMRA National Convention was planned for
Houston in 1989, I made up my mind to get my MMR in front
of the “home-town fans”. A year of intense modeling later –
success!”
“I continued to pursue the AP to try to get all eleven of the certificates. This year, fifteen long years after certificate number
ten, I finally qualified for the last one!”
“I quit contest modeling when I took on the job of LSR Contest
Chair, but now that I‟m out of that I‟m having a good time
building in a different scale, having moved from N to Fn3. Talk
about a culture shock! I‟ve gotten hooked on narrow gauge
stuff, and I‟m especially enjoying building unusual models – the
more exotic (and the more weathered) the better! It‟s fun to see
how far I can stretch the “freelance” envelope!”
Loren‟s service to model railroading has been as President of
N‟Crowd Model Railroad Club. He has served as Vicepresident and Director at Large for the LSR. Loren has served
as President of Division 8 and Director of Division 8. He served
as LSR Contest Chairman for twelve years. Loren was selected
to act as LSR Convention Chairman in 1999 and 2008. He and
the late Ben Pearlman originated the NMRA Heritage Collection
and Living Legends special run car programs, with
Loren managing the program for several years. Loren was the
creator of this year‟s LSR Convention Logo and the special car
decals produced for the convention. He has done much to advance the hobby and model railroading organizations in Texas
and Houston. Thanks you, Loren Neufeld.

Model Railroading hit once more, “In the early 70‟s, married
and living in an apartment....so I squeezed a 4‟ x 4‟ N scale layout into a corner. It went with us when we bought a house, and
soon I added a bit, and a bit more, and a bit more… well, you
get the idea. I had studied architecture for several years, so even
though that didn‟t come about, I had developed a strong interest
in structure and landscape design. I really enjoy applying those
concepts to model railroading, to the point that over the years
scenery has gradually become almost more important than the
trains themselves.”
Loren has helped build and design many model railroads in the
Houston area. He has designed and built three railroads for
Harry Daniel, San Jacinto Club member. Jim Lemmond‟s Cedartap RR is designed and built by Loren. He is currently assisting Chuck Lind in designing and building his new O and
On3 railroad. He has given freely of his time and talents to
many model railroaders in the Houston area.
His other interests and hobbies are photography, cycling, running, and doing some 1:1 scale scenery in his backyard.
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Expanding the NYWS&B Using Lightweight Modules

Richard Louvet

In the June Derail I covered the building of the foam and steel
stud modules for the New York, West Shore & Buffalo expansion. This month I will detail the installation of turnouts and
track on the layout.
For years, I have been using CAD software to design track plans
(See Fig 1). I found translating these plans to the full size layout

With the track location accurately located, I start the track work
with the turnouts.
I use Peco Finescale track and Electrofrog turnouts. All turnouts
are driven by Tortoise machines.

tedious and prone to alignment errors. I hit on the idea of printing the track plan full size and gluing it to the actual layout. I
could then accurately locate and glue the roadbed/track directly
on the paper plan. The results have been excellent. Even complicated track work can be located exactly. Misalignments from
forcing track to fit are eliminated. I was also able to easily incorporate spiral easements on the main line for each curve.

Attaching turnouts and switch machine to the foam creates special problems. To solve these, I mount both the turnout and
switch machine to a ¼ inch plywood roadbed section. This allows all mounting, alignment and wiring to be done at the
bench. The finished assembly is mounted on the foam and is
designed to be removed for maintenance. Final wiring is via a
terminal strip attached to the machine. Rail joiners are installed
to be slid along the rail if the turnout is to be removed. Insulating joiners must be cut.

After finalizing the track plan, I print the plan full size on regular paper. The CAD program prints the sheets with an overlap,
an index number and an alignment box around the edge. I tape
the sheets together temporarily using transparent tape (see fig.
2). I used an inverted fluorescent ceiling fixture as a light table

To cut the switch roadbed, I started by cutting a template from
¾” plywood. Accurate templates are available on the web as
PDF files from Peco. I make the plywood template longer than
required in order to make routing the actual roadbed blanks easier.
I then tack a rough cut piece of ¼ inch plywood to the template
and route along the edges with a 45 degree edge routing bit. The
depth is set to cut the blank without cutting into the template.
The roadbed is then removed from the template and cut to
length on a miter saw. (See Fig 4)

to make aligning adjacent sheets easier. I set the taped sheets on
the layout to check clearances and visualize the track plan full
size. After I am happy with the plan in 1:1, I print a final copy
on waterproof 8½ by 11 sheets of laser paper. The paper is
available from RiteintheRain.com and will not wrinkle when
glued to the foam.
To attach the sheets to the foam, I use water based contact cement. After finalizing the location of the plan, I use foam
brushes to coat both the foam and paper. After an hour, the paper is ready to glue. I follow the same directions as gluing laminate on particle board. Working with paper requires gluing the
plan in sections that can be handled without accidental positioning (See Fig 3).

I then locate the roadbed on the actual layout. To allow for removal later, it may be necessary to trim the plywood in tight
areas. I locate a 3/8 inch block of plywood to mount the switch
machine at this time. After insuring there are no interferences, I
glue the mount block to the underside of the turnout roadbed
with wood glue.
(Continued on page 8)
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From my Garratt cont’d

Henri Morris

(Continued from page 2)

increasing accuracy and saving time.

No one was injured but imagine if it had been a fast moving
train and the fuel tank ruptured, or if it contained hazmat cars.
Also last June, thieves in California stole and then cut up a railroad car to sell as scrap and in February of this year, an old railroad bridge on private property, was dismantled and stolen overnight – presumably for the metal value.

For example, I started building my bench-work, using three
separate tools – a drill to make a hole in the woodwork, then
another drill to counter-sink the hole and then a screw-driver for
the screw. Now I use a multi-speed drill with a dual-action bit
that also incorporates a flip-over interchangeable screwdriver.
One tool for three!
The new variable-speed jig-saws are also a pleasure to use and
have LED or laser lights to help amateurs like me cut along the
lines. Finally, in order to measure the rate of climb up a hill (see
below), there is a level with a built-in screen and laser that instantly indicates the precise angle as you build. No more guess
work as to the grade being constructed!

What can be done about this dangerous trend? Some cable companies are reducing the cost of cable by using aluminum which
is cheaper than copper - thus making it a less attractive proposition for the would-be thief, while others try to improve the traceability of wire through special markings. Also being considered
is alarmed cable which has a single strand in the copper conductor which would activate an alarm when cut,
Whatever the solution, hopefully this trend can be reversed before it results in a major accident with the potential of loss of
life.
The „Advice‟ portion of my topic is to all prospective railway
modelers. Before trying to use your existing tools, visit an up-to
-date hardware store and review some of the new and truly
amazing tools that are currently available. You will be amazed
at how these can help ease your tasks, while at the same time,

What incredible time-savers and efficiency aids!

Corrections for the article “Life and Death of a Locomotive
Engineer”, which appeared in the April 2012 Derail.
Richard Setterlund has found that the accident that killed his
grandfather took place on August 15, 1944 rather than sometime
in 1945. In addition, his grandfather was the engineer for the
first section of the westbound Empire Builder rather than the
second section. Richard is continuing to research details of the
accident.
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FUSION: A Software Tool for Merging Photos
(Continued from page 3)

David Currey

many years ago with the previous software, but redid the colorization in Fusion with virtually identical results. FYI: All photos taken by government employees in the course of their government duties are public domain. Everybody in the country
owns it! So this Tang photo is mine, so to speak.
That's all there is to it. This colorization technique might be
useful in creating colorized backdrops from old black and white
photos, wallpapers for inside your buildings, and just about anywhere you might have a black and white photo and want to
make it come to life.

I didn't spend all that much time on this photo, maybe an hour
and a half at the most. I haven't done a lot of photo colorizations, but I've included another one here. This is a naval photo
of the USS Tang lying off Mare Island. I did this just for fun

Train in flood, between Naples and Valley City, IL, circa 1903-1920, courtesy of the Illinois State Museum
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(Continued from page 5)

When the assembly dries, I cut a hole in the foam to accept the
switch machine mounting block and set the roadbed in place
(See Fig 5).

I use a 1 inch foam brush to coat the foam and underside of the
roadbed with cement. The bush is easy to rinse clean and will
last for several applications. The cement works best if applied in
a thin, uniform coat. After application the cement is left open to
dry 1 hour. The roadbed is then pressed into place. I recommend the roadbed be weighted for a couple of hours to insure
contact. The track is glued the same way.
Once the track is installed, I secure the turnouts using #4 wood
screws screwed into plugs glued into the foam.

I then place the turnout on the road bed and trim the ties as
needed to eliminate any interference.
I use the tortoise contacts to power the frog. I first remove the
point spring and cut the point-frog jumpers on the underside of
the turnout. I solder color coded track leads that bridge the point
and stock rails from the underside of the turnout. I solder an
extension on the frog wire that comes installed with the turnout.

I first drill countersunk holes through the turnout roadbed to
locate the position of the plugs in the foam. At each location, I
use a section of 3/8 inch copper pipe to “drill” a 1 inch deep
hole into the foam. I clean out the hole and glue a hardwood
dowel into the hole using polyurethane (Gorilla) glue. After
insuring the dowels are flush, I reinstall the turnouts and drill
through the previous holes into the dowels. The turnout is then
secured with ¾ inch flathead screws (See Fig 7).

I locate and drill 1/8 inch holes for the three leads and temporarily set the turnout in on the roadbed. I locate the midpoint of the
throw bar hole and drill the ¼ inch throw hole after removing
the turnout.
After checking final alignment on the layout, I mount the turnout to the plywood using track pins
I then install the throw wire on the tortoise machine and locate it
in relation to the turnout throw bar. The machine is secured with
four #4 pan head wood screws.
I wire the assembly using a terminate strip attached with double
sided tape directly to the switch machine. Note that any polarity
and alignment checks of the turnout are done at this time. Final
wiring after installation on the foam consists of connecting track
power and tortoise power to the terminal strip (See Fig 6).

The completed assembly is set in place but not secured to the
layout. The remaining roadbed and track are now glued in place
to match the track plan including final alignment of the turnouts.
After much experimentation, I settled on water based contact
cement to glue both the road bed to the foam and track to the
roadbed. It is easy to work with, has about a one year shelf life
and although it holds securely, is relatively easy to separate
without damaging either the roadbed or track.

Laying track across module joints required special treatment to
maintain alignment.
To locate and lock the exact location of the track across the
module edge, I use a ¼ inch bolt though an oversize hole in the
flanges of the metal studs directly beneath the track crossing.
These bolts are installed after the track plan is finalized but before the track is laid. It may be necessary to shim between the
flanges with washers.
For tangents crossing the module boundary, I glue the roadbed
and track continuously across the gap and then cut though both
with a razor saw. Rail joiners are enough to keep the track
aligned.
I handle curved track differently. I use a short section of PC
board and solder the rails to it. This is not my idea but I can‟t
find the reference. The road bed is laid across the joint as above.
Before laying the track, I glue a tie-width by 2 inch section of
PC board to the roadbed to span the module joint. The copper
cladding is cut parallel to the track to prevent an electrical short.
The board is
shimmed to
match the tie/tie
plate thickness.
The ties over
the PC board are
removed as the
track itself is
glued to the
roadbed. This
leaves a smooth
curve across the
board. I then
solder the rails
and solder guard
rails to the PC
board. Finally I
cut the entire
assembly with a
razor saw at the
joint
(See Figure 8).
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July Minutes

Gilbert Freitag

Meeting minutes July 2, 2012

and we will him well.

President Bob Werre called the meeting to order at 7:00PM and
welcomed members plus one guest. He wished everyone a
happy 4th of July.

Gus Freitag has been in and out of the hospital from being anemic. He was given 2 units of blood and went bad home OK. We
also wish Gus the best.

Old Business:

Website: Jim Lemmond

none

No report

New Business:

Derail: Bob Sabol asked for layout briefs and articles to keep the
Derail interesting.

Vice President Kelly Russell announced the evening program: A
Jay Miller clinic video on helium tank cars was presented by
Steve Sandifer.
Steve opened by showing 2 models of helium cars and reminded
us there is a real car at the Houston Railroad Museum in town.
Not a whole lot of documentation is available on helium cars
other than the good write up by Jay Miller of June 2007.
The video began with the history of helium and it's uses. Helium
wasn't commercially produced to any great amount until 1918.
Helium is needed for heliarc welding and cooling systems for
MRI machines. Helium molecules are very small and will pass
through almost anything, that is why it is good for leak detection. It is used for mixed gas systems for underwater breathing
air and for cooling systems in nuclear reactors. The biggest use,
until just recently, was the purging of the fuel lines of the Space
Shuttle right before launch. This remove all oxygen from the
area to prevent and explosions during launch. Blimps such as
the Goodyear blimps also use a lot of helium, The navy was a
big user of helium with its' blimps and dirigibles, some as big as
785 foot long with took up to 20 rail cars of helium to fill one.
The last Navy blimp was retired in 1962. Helium is extracted
from natural gas which is about 1-2% helium, most of which is
found in the Texas panhandle. Natural gas must be dried,
cooled, compressed, and purified to obtain 98% pure helium.
Jay's presentation showed many maps and photos of these gases
fields and the plants that produced helium. A total of 8 generations of helium cars were built, amounting to a total of 241 cars.
These cars were composed of very thick walled cylinders that
were manifolded together on on end. They were very heavy and
road on 100 ton trucks.
This was a very well rounded presentation on the source, transportation, and uses of helium.

LSR:
Convention chairman Bob Barnett gave a convention wrap-up.
There were 187 attendees and 152 BBQ tickets were sold.
About $5000-$7000 profit was made which will be split with the
LSR. We still have a few decal sets and 2 shirts available. Four
special awards were presented: Bob Dannenbrink and Dave Milton were awarded the Freitag/Loeffler award, Virgina Freitag
was presented with The First Lady of the LSR award, and Loren
Neufeld was given a awards for his many years of service to the
region.
NMRA:
no report
Division 8:
no report
Refreshments were thanks to the Bodaks and Virginia Freitag.
Angie and Dianne Caulking volunteered to bring the snacks next
month.
Treasurer's report, Gilbert Freitag:
Expenses: none
Income:
$1000.00 deposit refund (misspoke at meeting as this was a deposit paid)

$9585.64 Ending balance

Next month's program will be by Blake Boggs or Jeff Mills.
Don Threlkeld announced he is selling his house and tearing
down his railroad. He will be having his last open house along
with an informal operating session and silent auction on Thursday, July 12th from 7-9:30 PM.

Meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM

-Respectfully submitted, Gilbert Freitag, Secretary / Treasurer

Tom Cobb has begun chemotherapy treatments for his illness
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place
the first Tuesday of each month

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston,Tx
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Bob Werre
Bob@BobWphoto.com
Vice-President: Kelly Russell

krussl@yahoo.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Director: Tom Cobb
Division 8 Rep: Tracy Mitchell, MMR
traymit@comcast.net

Derail Staff
Editor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Production: Kathryn Monds
kmonds@stillmeadow.com
Regular Contributors:
Henri Morris
morris-hou@att.net
Peter Bryan
peterb@pdq.net

For the August meeting, we will take a play
from baseball and present a double header!
To lead off the meeting, one of our youngest "players", Blake
Bogs, will share a presentation that he says "will feature photos
and videos from numerous events in Colorado, including
Goosefest at the Colorado Railroad Museum and the engineer‟s
class train at the Cumbers and Toltec Railroad." He will "head
to the showers" and turn the floor over to some of our newest
members - the Bodak team - Mike and Leslie, who have promised that they "will be showing photographs from their railfan
adventures around the state." First pitch will be at 7:00 - don't
miss a minute of the exciting action !!!

David Currey

texasandlouisiana@msn.com

sanjac.leoslair.com
Do Not Use www.

Webmaster: Jim Lemmond

Next Meeting
TUESDAY
AUGUST 7

See You There!
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